MITN Postgraduate and Early Career Researchers

Newsletter 1, January 25 2016

Dear all,
Welcome to our inaugural MITN PG/ECR newsletter!
This will be sent out each month to keep everyone up to date on projects, events and opportunities that might be of interest.
It will include details about projects underway, requests for collaborators, Calls for papers, reports on recent events, achievement recognitions… and anything else you would like to hear about.
If you would like us to publish something in the upcoming newsletter, please send it to us by the 22nd of February.

Best wishes,
Jessica and Gioia
MITN Postgraduate Representatives
jessica.trevitt@monash.edu / G.Panzarella@warwick.ac.uk

Events

Upcoming: Third PG/ECR Event
3rd February 2016
Sharing research and Discussing clusters
ALL WELCOME!

Warwick: International Video Portal, R0.12 Ramphal Building

Research Clusters

If you are interested in taking part, please email the cluster coordinators. More info to come at our next event.

Cities and Spaces
Alice Whitmore (arwhi4@student.monash.edu)
Ayten Alibaba (ayten.alibaba@gmail.com)

Storytelling
Naomi Wells (Naomi.Wells@warwick.ac.uk)
8am – 10am
Monash: The SLATE, C3.22, OVPLT
Building C, Caulfield Campus
7pm - 9pm

Past events
Inaugural Event:
August 13 2015
Sharing Research and Workshop run by
Jo Angouri
See more on our Storify

Second Event:
October 28 2015
Workshop run by Felix Nobis
See more on our Storify and blog post

Funding Opp
The Monash/Warwick Alliance is offering funding for student projects 'that seek to integrate the student bodies of both universities' by organising academic events, cultural and intercultural activities or skills development events. If you have a current project that might fit this profile, or a project idea you'd like to develop, see more details here (for Warwick students) and here (for Monash students).

The deadline for applications is April 11. If you're interested in applying, please email
Gavin Schwartz-Leeper (G.E.Schwartz-Leeper@warwick.ac.uk).

Reagan Maiquez (rmai9@student.monash.edu)

Would you like to start a cluster?
Email Jess or Gioia to find out more.
(G.Panzarella@warwick.ac.uk)
(Jessica.trevitt@monash.edu)

CFPs
MITN is proud to sponsor the Asian Translation Traditions 7 Conference at the Monash Malaysia campus in September 2016. This conference seeks to explore the ethics of translation in a transforming Asia from the perspective of Asian Translation Traditions (ATT). Revised deadline for submission is midnight January 30 2016 (AEDT).

Projects
Shakespeare and Translation project
Chris Griffiths (Monash) is hoping to connect with a postgraduate or early career researcher from Warwick who has a a background in German Studies and who would be interested in collaborating on his Shakespeare and Translation project. It would involve 7 - 10 days of collaboration in the UK and/or Germany in July or August this year. Chris is applying to draw from Alliance funding to pay for any travel from UK to Germany. Please email Christian (christian.griffiths@monash.edu) if you are interested.

Milan Conference
Three PhD students in Italian Studies (Maria Belova, Sara Boezio, and Giulia Brecciaroli) are currently co-organising (together with the
MITN Blog

Latest Post

Monash postgraduate student Amaryllis Gacioppo reports on the 2015 summer school in Venice organized by the Transnationalising Modern Languages project.

Please email MITN Project Coordinator Gavin Schwartz-Leeper (G.E.Schwartz-Leeper@warwick.ac.uk) if you wish to contribute to the blog.

Related Events

Twentieth-Century Crises and Traumas
An MITN-Sponsored Event
University of Warwick
January 22-23 2016

Migration and Literature Reading Group
University of Warwick
January 27 2016
Next session ‘On Food’

JPT - Jet Propulsion Theatre
University of Warwick
January 18-27 2016
A series of events and workshops that aim to facilitate the interdisciplinary dialogue between science and the humanities in an innovative, creative way, and to increase impact-capacity building across the university
#JPTWarwick

Transnationalizing Modern Languages:
Reshaping the Discipline for the 21st Century
British Academy, London
February 26 2016
Colleagues in Italian Studies at Warwick are involved in organising and speaking at this event which will demonstrate and discuss the work that the Transnationalizing Modern Languages project will be running a series of free writing

University of Birmingham and the Università degli Studi di Milano) a two-day conference titled "Milan: Crossroad of Culture" that will take place in Milan in late September 2016.

The conference aims to explore Milan as crossroad of cultures and fertile ground for artistic experimentation and cultural exchange. The cfp will be circulated shortly; if you are interested please send us an e-mail at S.Boezio@warwick.ac.uk.

‘The short story cycle; circling around a genre?’
University of Warwick
February 6 2016
Presented like a short story cycle with the open ended circularity of hermeneutics: different disciplines, backgrounds and approaches revolve around one theme, providing a meaningful yet not rigid, premeditated structure.

Identities in Motion, Legacies and Representations of Mobility in Contemporary Italy
University of Warwick
March 4 2016

Shaping the Self: Print culture and the construction of collective identity (1460-1660)
University of Warwick
March 5 2016

Creative Writing Workshops: Writing across Languages and Cultures
Ikon Gallery, Birmingham
February to June 2016
Jenny Burns and Naomi Wells from the Transnationalizing Modern Languages project will be running a series of free writing
Languages project has been pursuing in Higher Education and beyond.

workshops with the writer Shirin Ramzanali Fazel.